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Academic American Encyclopedia 1986 A twenty-one volume encyclopedia with 32,000
entries and more than 16,000 illustrations.
AIDS Bibliography 1993
Model to Monetarily Aggregate Risks of Procurement to Support Decision Makers Philipp
von Cube 2019-11-05 The present thesis provides a model to monetarily aggregate
procurement risks to support decision makers. A material flow oriented view forms the
fundament of the model. The model is designed to aggregate delay, quality and cost related
procurement risks considering their uncertainty. Procurement risks are aggregated to form a
monetary risk distribution. Decision-makers can select procurement strategies that are
adequate for their risk situation, depending on their affinity for risk to mitigate procurement
risks.
Paperbound Books in Print 1984
Doing Research with Children Anne D Greig 2012-11-16 This Third Edition of Doing
Research with Children is practical introduction to the process of designing, doing and
writing up research with children and young people. At the centre is a commitment to
engaging with children and young people as active research participants rather than as
passive subjects. In the new edition, you'll find up to date information on the fast-changing
political and ethical debates around research with children and young people as well as
guidance on how to carry out research yourself. Divided into three sections, the new edition
covers: -the main theories and approaches of research with children and young people expanded guidance on research ethics -techniques for conducting both qualitative and
quantitative research -more on analysing your research -a brand new chapter on
communicating your research findings. This is a must-have guide for students and
practitioners who are engaging in research with children and young people.
The At-risk Infant Shaul Harel 1985
Researching Social Change Julie McLeod 2009-03-26 Questions about change in social and
personal life are a feature of many accounts of the contemporary world. While theories of
social change abound, discussions about how to research it are much less common. This

book provides a timely guide to qualitative methodologies that investigate processes of
personal, generational and historical change. The authors showcase a range of methods
that explore temporality and the dynamic relations between past, present and future.
Through case studies, they review six methodological traditions: memory-work, oral/life
history, qualitative longitudinal research, ethnography, intergenerational and follow-up
studies. It illustrates how these research approaches are translated into research projects
and considers the practical as well as the theoretical and ethical challenges they pose.
Research methods are also the product of times and places, and this book keeps to the fore
the cultural and historical context in which these methods developed, the theoretical
traditions on which they draw, and the empirical questions they address. Researching Social
Change is an invaluable resource for researchers and graduate students across the social
sciences who are interested in understanding and researching social change.
Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity 1995
Remote Compositional Analysis Janice L. Bishop 2019-11-30 Comprehensive overview of
the spectroscopic, mineralogical, and geochemical techniques used in planetary remote
sensing.
Satellites Joseph A. Burns 1986-11 "This is the 12th book in the University of Arizona Space
Science Series, a burgeoning library destined to stand as the consummate literary legacy of
our era's revolution in Solar System exploration. . . . Satellite science has matured rapidly
since its rebirth in March 1979, and its vitality radiates from the pages of this fine
volume."ÑIcarus
Massacommunicatie J. G. Stappers 1983 Behandeling van basisbegrippen en uiteenzetting
van de belangrijkste theorieën over de werking en de invloed van massamedia.
International Journal of Studies in the Humanities 2004
American Review of Respiratory Disease 1992 Includes Abstracts section, previously issued
separately.
Quantitative Techniques Sixth Edition Lucey 2002-01-01
Towards Ecological Taxation David Russell 2016-02-24 Governments around the world are
struggling to meet their commitments to achieve targets relating to reductions in greenhouse
gases. Many writers advocating ways to achieve these targets offer radical but often
impractical approaches that do not offer a way forward within the existing economic model.
In contrast, Towards Ecological Taxation is a pragmatic consideration of realistic possibilities
by an author from the world of accounting. Based on his research into the implications of
changes in the UK motor taxation regime for company cars, David Russell considers the
broader efficacy of taxation policy as a mechanism for reducing demand for fossil fuels and
encouraging a shift towards carbon-neutral energy production. He incorporates the findings
of a number of studies into his analysis, along with a wider consideration of tax regimes. Dr
Russell suggests a way forward that will attract the interest of researchers, policy makers
and decision makers wanting a better understanding of how taxation could be used
innovatively, but within the existing economic status quo, to deliver specific and measurable
reductions in CO2. Such a distinctive approach makes this book a valuable addition to the
literature on environmental issues and the always thought provoking titles in the Corporate
Social Responsibility Series.
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2002
Readings in Public Finance and Financial Management Longmas Sambo Wapmuk 2001
Handboek scenarioschrijven 2010 Handleiding voor het schrijven van scenario's voor
documentaires en speelfilms.
Bayero International Journal of Accounting Research
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Books in Print 1991
New Directions in African Library Management Sam E. Ifidon 2007
Entrepreneurial Finance for MSMEs Joshua Yindenaba Abor 2016-11-02 This book provides
a framework for understanding micro, small and medium sized enterprises (MSMEs) as
important contributors to economic growth. By examining the economic and investment
decisions behind these businesses, the author shows how managers of MSMEs can add
value to the firm by applying managerial finance tools. Early chapters establish the basic
tenets of new venture development and financing and explore the economic environment
that business-owners inhabit, focusing on venture capital, microfinance intervention, and
public sector interventions. Later chapters guide the reader through the process of financial
planning and forecasting, and valuation, finishing with insights into how to harvest
investments and make sound financial decisions. The book has interdisciplinary appeal and
offers a timely consideration of MSMEs in developing economies. It will be valuable reading
for all interested in the management and development of small businesses, the finance of
entrepreneurship and policy affecting small and medium sized enterprises.
Evaluation of Drawdown and Sources of Water in the Mississippi River Alluvium Caused by
Hypothetical Pumping, Muscatine, Iowa Keith J. Lucey 1997
Rivers Handbook, Volume 1 Peter P. Calow 1992-11-10 Assesses and reports on the
scientific and ecological principles that are relevant for developing an integrated approach to
rivers management. Ecosystems, properties and processes of sub-temperate, temperate,
large alluvial tropical, semi-arid and mountain rivers are described.
Experimental Lung Research 1985
Quantitative Forecasting of Problems in Industrial Water Systems A. G. D. Emerson 2003
This textbook is a diagnostic tool. It enables chemical engineers, water technologists and
others involved with the design and provision of an industrial water system, while it is still at
the design stage, to start with the chemical analysis of a water supply and make a
quantitative forecast of the likely problems (scale and corrosion). It is thus possible to make
provision for an appropriate water treatment programme from the very outset.The inclusion
of a large amount of tabulated data allows results to be read off directly without making
complex calculations. This is particularly useful for technologists working on site (for example
when ?trouble-shooting?).The ability to make quantitative forecasts enables designers to
meet accountants on level terms ? by justifying the cost of including a water treatment
programme, and by giving a quantitative assessment of the hazards likely to be encountered
if the recommended programme is not installed.Methods of water treatment are not
discussed in this textbook, since they can change from time to time; the physical chemistry
used in quantitative forecasting does not.
Scottish Agricultural Economics Review 1991
6th National Science and Technology Forum, 2002 2002
What is Qualitative Interviewing? Rosalind Edwards 2013-11-07 What is Qualitative
Interviewing? is an accessible and comprehensive 'what is' and 'how to' methods book. It is
distinctive in emphasising the importance of good practice in understanding and undertaking
qualitative interviews within the framework of a clear philosophical position. Rosalind
Edwards and Janet Holland provide clear and succinct explanations of a range of
philosophies and theories of how to know about the social world, and a thorough discussion
of how to go about researching it using interviews. A series of short chapters explain and
illustrate a range of interview types and practices. Drawing on their own and colleagues'
experiences Holland and Edwards provide real research examples as informative

illustrations of qualitative interviewing in practice, and the use of a range of creative interview
tools. They discuss the use of new technologies as well as tackling enduring issues around
asking and listening and power dynamics in research. Written in a clear and accessible style
the book concludes with a useful annotated bibliography of key texts and journals in the field.
What is Qualitative Interviewing? provides a vital resource for both new and experienced
social science researchers across a range of disciplines.
Handbook of Recent Advances in Commodity and Financial Modeling Giorgio Consigli 201709-30 This handbook includes contributions related to optimization, pricing and valuation
problems, risk modeling and decision making problems arising in global financial and
commodity markets from the perspective of Operations Research and Management Science.
The book is structured in three parts, emphasizing common methodological approaches
arising in the areas of interest: - Part I: Optimization techniques - Part II: Pricing and
Valuation - Part III: Risk Modeling The book presents to a wide community of Academics and
Practitioners a selection of theoretical and applied contributions on topics that have recently
attracted increasing interest in commodity and financial markets. Within a structure based on
the three parts, it presents recent state-of-the-art and original works related to: - The
adoption of multi-criteria and dynamic optimization approaches in financial and insurance
markets in presence of market stress and growing systemic risk; - Decision paradigms,
based on behavioral finance or factor-based, or more classical stochastic optimization
techniques, applied to portfolio selection problems including new asset classes such as
alternative investments; - Risk measurement methodologies, including model risk
assessment, recently applied to energy spot and future markets and new risk measures
recently proposed to evaluate risk-reward trade-offs in global financial and commodity
markets; and derivatives portfolio hedging and pricing methods recently put forward in the
financial community in the aftermath of the global financial crisis.
Emerging Infectious Diseases 2014
Danish Medical Bulletin 1954
Notes wydawniczy 1993
Cumulated Index Medicus 1999
Cardiovascular Fluid Mechanics Gianni Pedrizzetti 2014-05-04 The book presents the state
of the art in the interdisciplinary field of fluid mechanics applied to cardiovascular modelling.
It is neither a monograph nor a collection of research papers, rather an extended review in
the field. It is arranged in 4 scientific chapters each presenting thoroughly the approach of a
leading research team; two additional chapters prepared by biomedical scientists present the
topic by the applied perspective. A unique feature is a substantial (approx. one fourth of the
book) medical introductory part, written by clinical researchers for scientific readers, that
would require a large effort to be collected otherwise.
Quantitative Methods in Social Science Research Stephen Gorard 2003-03-02 This clever
scheme builds on Gorard's previous book, Quantitative Methods in Educational Research.
He has revised the original book in the light of experience and feedback, and has reworked it
so that it includes more social science examples. Four chapters are entirely new.
Abuja Management Review 2004
Assessment of Parenting Competency in Mothers with Mental Illness Teresa Ostler 2008
Proven, step-by-step approach to fairly assessing the parenting of mother with mental illness
and risk of child abuse/maltreatment
Research Grants Index National Institutes of Health (U.S.). Division of Research Grants
1967
Scientific and Technical Books and Serials in Print
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